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PARENTS AND TEACHERS TOGETHER:
DIRECTIONS FOR DEVELOPING EQUALITY IN LEARNING THROUGH

ENVIRONMENTS IN FAMILIES AND SCHOOLS

If it were 'pOssibie to look _ family and school surroundings.

arough the eyes f children, might see clear visions of how to

seek excellence in educational environments and greater equality.

learning. Children haVe opportunitiefi 'to ObServe the conditions of

each setting and to realize the impact resulting from both spheres

influence. Parents and teachers should also hare access to views

this landscape'for learning. However, strainedcommunicationi.

conflicting roles, and Other persistent 'barriers separate the adults

. from each Others' domains. Although parents and teachers have collec-

tive responsibility for. the education of chil&an, seldom do they

share a grip on family and school environments that can tap the poten-

-t-ial-all children have for learning.

Edvzstors who are developing curricula to integrate varied

environMents must realize the counterproductive nature of the present

relationship between families and schools. For example, conditions in

both settings often work at cro purposes sohat children accomplish

in one place is stifled or unlearned in anothe is important for

parents and, teachers to join:together to .eliminate dysfunctional

aspects of le aing environments, to reinforce conditions that have a

.positive impact, to Maintain contrasts that contribute to academic

competence, and to create new blends, that encourage learning.l



There is mounting evidence that the family is vital to and

intimately linked- with - school- learning.-2 Yet, family_ environment is

seldom included in the development of. school curriculum. To ignore

this-homegrou d Is to overlebk-Vh±tabIes thatican be altered to

increaae the ability of childven to learn.3

Typically,-the solution to inadequate academic stimulation in

the family hams_ been to bring thg child into school at an-.earlier and

earlier age in order to compensate for the lack of- education provided

by. parents. This approach suggests that parents 'and condom ons in
4101

families are the problem rather -han-part'of the solution for edu-

cating children. We think early intervention that replaces the family

'contributes to distance and conflict between parents and teachers.

AlsW;: supplanting the family results in children receiving mixed and

eonfliCting messages about learning. The creation or separate

curriculum without improving or altering variables in the ongoing

family envi-tonment pan generate Academic and cultural contradictions

'that hinder learning. Unintended gative consequences of early.

Intervention by sohooli are particularly laborious for children front'.

less abundant environments; for them this gap between family a :d

school is larger and more difficult to negotiate. To better enable

all-students to learn at high standards, educatorzi might revitalize

.rather than replace the contribution t of the family.

We ere not suggesting that the family should remake itself in

the image of the school,; or vice versa. Instead,.we are arguing.that

buth=p*1 es-ean- be come-more-e ffective 7in -edu-ca ang-children Pate s



and teachers can work,togethc7: to make better environments in each.

setting and, in the process, build the conditions that increase_.

learning as a child experiences both spheres of influence. To that
_ =

end, we suggest three major directions for improVing the-family7scho

relationship and thus developing productive environments for learning.

First, a meaning of curriculum defined to determine where, parents'

and teachers should direct their attention in order to improve the(

curriculum in families and schools. cond, some existing assumptions

about education that separate families from Chools are examined-and

new assumptions to be used for forming closer associations are men

tioned. Finally, design-for teaming parents and teachers is pre

posed one that would encturage,both, groups to collaborate in building

x.omPlementary learning_ejlvironments for elementary school children.

Definition: Curriculum as Envi-Ohments
for Learnin

the catalogue of education's more curious creatures,

are, as complex as the curriculum. Although the word is- casually used

in the jiterature and in discussions about schooling'and education,as

though its meaning were common, a more careful consIdetation shows

that different and distinct meanings are assigned to curriculu

Seholars are -far from agreement as to how the term should be defined.

Our talks with students, teachers,- principals, and parents

`suggebt, that in the practical reality of schools And classrooms,

curriculum means different things te different people. To students
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curriculum seems to signify homewovk, tests, and "all those classes."

To many teachers it means printed. teria 1s, textbooks, goals, objec-

tives, lesson plans, study sheets, and tests. -Principals tend to view-

curriculum as what is taught by teachers'and the packaged curriculum

programs and materials produced by publishing companies or curriculum

committees. Parents often considevthe' number and types of courses

offered by the school-rtn be the curriculum.4 The intention hire IL

not to argue that'One fixed definition is essential for improving the

.quality -of curriculum in families and schools =5, Rather, the purpose

is to structure a definition that reflect the dynamics of reality in

4
both, settings. The definition shows where parents and teachers might

coma' together_ to concentrate on the improvement of conditions in fami-

lies a d, schools,and on the. development of coordinated- learning

environments.

The curriculum consists of a complex network of environmental

determindrits exerting an influence on the behavior of individuals.
, 5

These determinants are physical, social and intellectual conditions

that shape and reinforce behavior, For example, within family and

school settings learners arc exposed toa sequence of learning tasks,

a collection of 'learning materials, and the influence of individual

personalities and collective norms.

Although ny writers6, have.described environment as a power-

fulMeterminant of behaviori, I:JR caution that not all

ment should, be considered "curriculum-." 'The s:Airces of family or

7he environ-

. school environment are multiple and complex: from the influence of
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architectural design, tP the social and economic conditions of

neighborhood group, to the historic and economic functions

schooling, i to the-availabil4ty:of-resources, and so on. We reserve
1

the term "durriculum" for.Ahe'environmental ingredients that_have..,hcsn

'deliberately shaped to create-a context for learning. Freud's dictum,

"where id is, let ego be," urged his patients to seize hold. of the..

impul'ive contradictory, and irrational of pressures ruling%.their

lives. In an analogous way, we urge "where unexamined environment is

1st curriculum be sUggest that-ourriculum\conlists of external.
I.

.

conditions fir learning that result from constructing and

reconstructing-environments,.

Furthermore, the curriculum consists of environmental stimuli

arceived or interpreted by participating individuals. AS Murray7

suggests, it is the child's peretrptions of environmental conditions

that -guide behavior.- --Children -a'ctively respond to environmental

demands and expectations according to the ways they perceive them.\

Because the individual'sperceptibns of environment also serve .as.

determinants of behavior, in our definition, curriculum consista of

the perceived (or internal),'as well as the external conditions that

either foster or hinder leatniiig.

When we extend this definition o the,praetical settings of

families andtschoole, we find that Curriculum-:can be more specifically.

characterized by th e 6epara e yet interrelated parts--the expressed,

the implied, and the emergent. The c=onnections among these \dimensions

contribute to the dynamic nature of curriculum. Our rfinition, then,
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consistsof external and perceived conditions for learning that can be
.

furthei described in terms of their expressed, implied, and emergent

diMensions. These dimensions put one's finger on where-parents and

teacher_ can Work to make educational-environments better.

I12.11cpressed,.

)

This- dimension of curric=ulum Is a_ written statement expressed

in terms of intended-learning ezliives, learning opportunities, a

aecidence of content, and evaluation procedures. The expressed dimen-
,

sion, the course of study or the syllabus, an, acknowledged plan

stating what is to be learned and describing how to teach and eval-

uate. The academic disciplinesare,eften the major data source for

deciding the content of the expressed curriculum. ..This dimension Is

the "planned for or pre - determined part of curriculum that is common

schools but is seldom part of the family environment. In the

.family, the expressed dimension seems to be limited-to do acknowledged

and often reinforced set of expectationg forcultural'understanding,

, and proper behavior. Yet, sometimes palents and teachers combine

efforts,to plan and -plement specifically designed,'. learning

ditions in the,fa These activities or purposefully developed

variable., that -e int duced in the family to endourage lerning

uld also be ed expressed _curriculum.

The Implied

This dimension of curriculum consists -of wily messages

-received by- learners from thb physical, social and intellectual
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t.

environment. Similar to what is kno wn as the hidden curriculum, this

dimension includes hints given off by. the rules and traditions

embedded -as regularities in the ongoing way of life'' in a family or

0
sollool. Also, the implied dimension refers to unintended learning

that results because of what included or omitted in academic

content that is taught. The conditions of the implied are further

spelled out in those actions of children and adults which are only

rarely verbalized or- explained. Theimplied.dimension is critical
.4 .

'because, the child's perceptions of the conditions that make up the

habitats 'of the fa ly and school result in a personal-view-that

influencesAearning, either in a positive or negative way. For this

reason, the perceptions of children toward their :environment are the

central data source fc:- determining the.implied curriculum. This

: dimension exists in both settings where children live and learn.

Also, it is the implied- curriculum that results from contradictions

*children experience as they move back And forth between the family and

the school.

The Enlyggpt

This 4imension.includes the ongoing alterations, adjustments,

and additions that are made to insure harmony' between the uniqueness

of the individual child and the character of' he curriculum. The

emergent servesas a correcting.measure, smoothing out and putting the

expressednd implied'parts of, the curriculum in line Witheach other



and with children. In other words, the emergent dimension intervene

when there are excessive gaps between learners and the curriculum. It

reduces chances of disconnection', unnecessary failure, and boredom.

For this reason, the academic and personal nature of the single- child

is major data source for the emergent dimension.' This part of bhe'

curriculum.exists to yarie,d'degrees of intensity in families and

schools. The dimens2on-is necessary for building healthy curriculum

conditions n either site or between ?ettings.

Deliberately' constructed environments for learning take into

account these three related dimensions of curriculum. It is important

for parents and ,teachers tcprecognize that where the expressed and

implied tur icuWm support each other, learning is likely to be most

powerful It is here that academic"mpetence might be ddVeloped and

that attitudes and values are probably learned most effectively.

Whre the expressed and implied curriculum are in conflict, one ould-

ett the implied dimension to become` dominant. I is not what is

ntended (what we talk about) but what we do (action we take) that
4

becomei compelling.. Also, where the.expressed and the implied run

counter to eacliother, contradictory messages are likely to be

received:by, this case; the emergent dimension takes pre

dedence, calling for parent and teacher deciiions that correct the'
e

disconnections. There'is a curriculum in families and in schools, that

. accounts, iri a- ways for the differences-in childrehrs academic

success. The definition we adVance of curriculum as environments for

learning opens a perspective that parents and teachers can use-to form
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and blend conditions in families-and schools to maximize_learning.

Also, the dimensions of curricurum provide-direction for adults to

splice condittbns from'each7setting tO form,a cengruence that will

benefit children. However, the application-of this definition'dependl

on leadership and CooperariVe efforts from adults in families and

schools. Action demands more than a (i#inilion alone,. it also-requires'

a new 1,,, y of thinking. about eddcation in families and schools.

Assuti About he Educe Process

As profesSional educators assume increasing responsibility for

learning of children outside the family, a way of thinking that

stresses separation bet een'family and school starts. to develdp. In

schools, as in hospitals, the expectation holds that education, like

--health, is-a service ProVided byroessionals when the child visits

I

an ,institutional setting.' In both instances, the rale of parents is to

depend on the professionals and their delivery Of services, not to

provide a preventive, corrective,. or supportive environment. Clearly,

this way of thinking must be re- examined when certain client groups-or
r

individuals fail to thrive under the institution's care. In this sec---

tion of the paper Tour key assumptions often made by-parents and

teachers about .their roles in the educational process are discussed.

,

A revised version of each assumption is proposed. The purpose is to

build a foundation for an expanded way of thinking abPia the contribu-

ohs of amilies,and schools\.to the education of children;



Lng Assumption 1. Academia competence results from the
successfOld0111Ptierk of tasks under
the direction of a teacherin a-school.-

10

This. assumption suggests that the response to children Who

consistently are not learning would be to provide amore classroom
d 4

instruction, either at an eatliet age or for .extended-periods of time.

These can be considered compensatory strategies,, tried with limited

Success 'in recent years. In parttpilar evaluations of 'early inter-

vention pregraMs that were scheolcentered sh
r

d thdt the immediate

.

impact these programs do have on learning decreases after the'tet-
.

ranation of the program, ledvink little long-term increase acadet

cempetnce.g This attrition creates tae puzling necessity of

teaching at later ages'skills suppodedly mastered in earlier years.

However, evaluations.df early intervention.. rograms that. were

family :;lentered find that the parents' provision of educatIonal

experiences has a long term effect upon academic achievement.9

Indeed, evidence:liows,that language development is an important basis

.fer academie cempetenee, and-Oat language development begins during

infancy' and can be= influence& 'in a na.jor way through-Pre-school and

early-school years. The data also. show hat experiences in the family

are important variables1-- language deVelopMent. It can be

condluded, then, that family education of Young children is a major.

centributonto development of academic competence.1q,

I.developmentYof acadetic concepts and skills,is viewed as

being promoted by the .family as well as the school, 'then attention is '

givento collaboration between both settings. The ftame of refetende



used, in developing programs :inc 4Vse academic'competence changes

from onlY.arCemphasis-on tlassroo intervention toone of family-

achOol Cooperation.' Teachers in classrooms tad-coordinate thair

curriculumi.vith parents working _

Hence, a nel.vassumption emerges

parallel purpeses in families.

11

.

New.Aasumption 1. Academic competence results from.the success-
, ful completion of a broad'renge of- activities

both in families and in schools, particularly
as these actiVities are reinforced through -

the interactions of rhe-chtld with both-.
parents and teachers.

. 0

\ . Linked to this shift_

to family and school ,c611abOration is arfothefTeXi-gting assumption

f perspective Er& sdho011 intervention

about the:decision-Making responsibilities of .parent and teachers.

Existing, AssUmption.2 .\
Teachers.4Te primarily_ responsible for.
dediSions about .the academic *(MainlY-'
coghitive)`growth of children in achool,
while parent are expected to make the
majorriedisions about the physical'and'
social Or emotional development o.
chilAreeinrhefamily. .

One basil for the general failure-of parents and teaChers to

,work_Aointly-orCimprovirig-education-in famiIiesand schools is the

assumption that they have basically different- responsibilities.

effect, it is thought there are few:decisiona they can or should make

together..,:. This 'view leads-each. grouoHto .retreat, to and defend

'separate-spheres of erritory:-and-Contro1211- Responsible for academic,.

.; .

growth, teachers turn the classroom into a domain whererheir deci-

sions can.be mad- and iMplementedwithout fear of parental inter-
_ ?.

ference.: If teachers elcome=parents into othe classrOoma, they

e'v ---.-.

. .
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,usually-ask!-them to observe or perform mundans chores. Their presence

considered temporary andperipheral7 tc the classroom-eXperienceS of

children.- In the same way, parents create an inviolate apace within

';.their families, with customs and traditions tbachatSare generally net

permitted t view or participate in., much less.. .As a result,- .

- .

the- school, because is hard toparents:often refrain from
- ,

- accept being excluded from

visiting

a Ort heir child' s world.

teachers rarely, visit families where they presumably have no

riate role.-.

However when parents are viewed as having important

matien abouichildren and as making lasting contributions to the deve-

,lopment of academic competence, a basis for working together can

created -Further, a recent review of twenty -four pilot and experimen--

tal programs makes clear that family-based reinforcement of 'school

behavior is proving to be. -an efficient and ef ective method for moti-_

be

vating children to overcome some of their most pertistent difficul-,

ties.412 wherrYhat_parent- Snd_famiIits-can-contribute to increased

.aCademic competence is recognized, a new assumption can be made about

the sharing of deeisian7making tesponsbilities.

New Assumption 2. As the persons- who are closest to:the learner,
parents:and teachers together should design,
and:implement edUCational environments,.to,
assist children in their cognitive, affective,
and physical development in. the family ahtl-

- Another existing assumption that'prevents parents and'eachers

.from -.taking action-is the idea that little can be.changed in the



increase the academic competence of children.

Existing Assumption, Thb,important:variables in the family
that affect academic competence are
essentially inalterable.

This Way 'of thinking grants the.importance of the family- envi onment,

"bbt:denlea that variables in the fa ily can:bechanged. Or years,

-study after 'study of the. -source academic achievement attempted to..

correlate academic success on failure,. ith relatively inaltetable

variables. like.cnitOral background socioeconomic status (as measured

by,parental educationincome,'oroccupation)-, family -size, sibling

'
-brde __and 6-- 13 Attempts-were-also-made to-relate intelligence.

measures to thesame variables, suggesting that condition's which_

influende the-learner in the family are. givens with which edunateri-.

must cope.

'however, in thelast twenty years, research approaches that

. emphasize socio-psychological o

ducive to learning suggest that specific activities p4xentg do with

behaVioralptoceSses thought con-

their children in the family can-have a direct influence on academic

competence. SoMe of,the variables that_have_been examined include:;

encouragement of children learn well 3arental aspirations, the

provision of-.help for learning, and the organization of space

for- study. Recently, Iverson and Walberg conduCted a.qUantitatve

--ayntheata of eighteen-studies of the family environments of 5,831

.children in eight countries. In their review,they found that parent

:stimulation of-theichild- in the family showed a consistently stronger

relationship with intelligence, Motive ton spdachievement than did
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the measures of socioeconomic status.-14 The family variables- measured

,
.by, these studies -are cangeable; they have been identifiedas aspects

the environment that can be readily luenced byprograms to sup-

port parent efforts to improve amily seitinge.1-5 The following

revised'assumptiCin creates a basis for parents and teachers to deter--

.mine conditions
1

in,;the family to.increase academic competence.

New ,Assumption 3. The important' variables in the family
environment that affect -academic competence
can be.alteted to supportthe learning of
children.

-_-ust-at-the iyhas_been_tietakenly viewed as mace where

ttle could be done to influence the learning abilities of childreh,

so has. the schoolbeen.seen as a setting that _can not be improved.by

educators initiating actions from inside the institution.

Existing Assumption 4- The, organizational conditions that
hinder- teachera from including home
environment as 'part,of the..carriculum
are practically- impossible to influende
frot inside the school.

Change

their hierarchical organizations 'educators typically-see

coming from outside their own realm of control. For example,

teachers look to the principals .or" department heads for the schedule;

.principals turn to the central office for curriculum; and central'

office,administrators approach the 'School Board for new policy

guidelines. Given this perspective of looki1:4g elsewhere, the respon-

sibility for improvement that educatorg.can assume is undermined at

each level; as are'the feelings of competence and security they permi

themselves. When this-happens, educators tend to use the or
d
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-,tional variables they do oontrol as protection against. outside

suggestions or assistance for improvement. 'For, paradoxically, there

s a certain comfort when others are responsible :or change, even when

disdatisfied with current conditions. The comfort

knowing that an outsider is accountable and, the same ti

as knowledgeable as an insider-about the conditions that need to

change., Despite their initial proteststo the contrary, rachers and

-
,schopl administrators will acknowledge tharwhat'happens in the

classroom pr'school depends on them.- While-change in organ-

izationaIcOndiOlons may be limited or directed by decision makers

outside the school, the-people who beat responsibility.for and

actually implement improveients are 'inside.

It is unlikely, however that effor to genuinely include

parents -in curriculum development will be effective unless a shift

occurs concerning the responsibility for change borne by the people

.cloSest to the hing/learning process. -Sch6ols do exist that

ectively cOm ne family and school-environments curriculum

planning, __Furthe there-are_organizational means tope parent-Y..7

and-teachers to COMMunicat4.16 But unless. educators support,and

encourage individuals fro.'their midst. who take responsibilitylot

41 -r-Ing organizational conditiond the school will. cohtinue to breed

__system Joyaligts Who use the=institufion as a protection.agnInSt

improvementby shifting the responsibility for -changeto outsiders who

cannot implement improvements withoutthem,. The aasumPtion.that

schools cannot be improve&from within -- to- permit parents-and-teechers



to collaborate,- s-- be reyised:Aa part of an expanded way of.thinking

about the potential.partnership of the family and school.

New Assumption 4. Teachers and Administrators can proVide
leadership=frem inside the school to deve
curriculum that-,appropriately. combines
laMily and schoolsenyironMents.

Correcting these-four.existing assumptioas.that separate
'

-lies -andeChoolsopens-the way tai considering -apProp ate teaming

parents and ,teachers. Both groups must re-consider and revise their

assumptions to realize: that academic_coMpetence-is_ -ered-both-in

famtlies.du.-in-s-chuals,-that-th-eir counterparte an.appropriate
r.

role in making decisions about the child's development;. hat variables

in the family, environment related to improving learning can 'be

and that the school can be rel-organized from
.

cooperation- with ,the :famiiy .Most likely,Most agreement on

assumptions will be reached gradUally; as the result

ical.experiences in mutual,projects. The final section.

proposes a design that would bransfate these expanded ways of thinking

into dec sions about family and-school environments for learning.

:Organized e
4-

Design .for Teacher - parent
g

tsb schools-to invo Ye parents can be cate-=.

gorized in five ways, aCcording to the-roles parents are expected. to

play.17. The parents!. Most common role is as an Audience - -for school

newslettersi at PTA meetings,or during-school visits. Second,

arents work in schools as'.kolunteers, who ass as-teacher aides or

tTj



-.student chaperones,

pare-professional employees
)

Third paren s are involved in schools as paid

Offen with a responsibility-for orga-:
.

Fourth, parents have

tiently:in'an advisory

nizing'-parent or communityJnvolVematt programs.

:traditionally par;iciPated is policy Akers-,

capacity at tha-Aocal school
/ I

school' board Fifth,

or in a legislative capacity as _embers

ents ara involved as direct and active
=

teachers .of- their children in the
.

_-

programs-focus on helping parents

-/with their children.

parent.education

learn more effective_ ways of-working
.

These existing roles for parent involvement frequently main-

aachers, a distance some-tain 'certain distance botWean parent

imes created -by fQrnal role definitionS. Often an implied superior-
= -----

,.1....

.infe-rior relationship surfaces sometimes with parents- -in control. as, .------------

polici-makers, sometimes. with educators dictating to parental,audien-

ces. Rarely-do parentssnd teachers collaborate-with smilar_status.__

and responsibilities. The missing role of parent7teacher teams for

increasing learning of children in fSMilies and schools may.explain

why-so few parentabecome involved`.: For exampla- parents who attend:t

scheduled parentnteacher conferences are more-likely to be parents o

children = exhibiting high.success in

programs have been found to

bao1.18 Further volunteeri,.

,

tract parents-who-have-

and more sophisticated child management skills

h;-19-*-Theie--findings suggest that until -parents and teachers can

ways to collaborate more as equals and bring different strengths.
-

- - .

and aata -to the common-task of helping children-learn, parent programs



organized through the school will only reach a narrow audience.

Teaming, then, is one possible direction for promoting more

produCtive mergers between Parents. and teachers. A degign for.teaming

-that_ includes four. key, educational functions is suggested here. This

deign 'is one way

ing of children. The designia:J11UAtrated

to center parent-teacher collaboration on the earn--

the-functions are

value

(I) building a-shared Pia _ educational

and expectatione'thateatablishes- reasons for learning_And

guldes--the-teao oce A s , tZ agnosing a child Tajearning- needs

ancrcharacteris ics to determine favorable curriculum conditions; (3)

planning and i plementing environments th will make desired learning'

possible; And (4) evaluating the effectiveness of'the-Jearning

environmenti-that are created in families and schools. Each part

the design _is explained, -wah-the_third functio__ (planning and imple-.
.

_menting-envirOnm 'receiVing'more in-depth cohalli tionbedause of

is practical implications .for- revitaliing the home and improving the

school curriculum.

Building_ a Platform

-First, and=MostldfidSmentally,-parents_and_teachers-can-Aeam

CO build. a shared platform-of edudhtional values-and expectations `that

will_shape -the settings for learning-they-create- On their side,

teachers need-to understand the.po etand-impOrtande

educational. processes,usedlhe -families-

S

an-dco mmuni es of___their

students. For example, teachers of.Black_children can be taught by

:_parents to Apprediate Afridan-derived- world views and values. In,the
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process, the. teachers., may bedome more respon

eir-froM-any highly personalized culture

the more _gulated

20

1:6 the adaptations

mist make to cope with'

forms and standardized procedu

hureautracies. in plain words, the profession

learn'from parents aboUt_their_studenta=!_cUlture

of school

hemselves mus

-they desire -to=

adjust _the- school environment to take- advantage-°o the EfifOrmal

variables that'are a critical part of the waythe child per_ceive

earns. As Bernstein putaitiftheeultureeft -eac

heCoMe part of the,consciousness of the child, thLin the dul ure of.the

'child must first be in .the consciousness of the teacher. "20

When parent6 send their children to a School-that does not

ror the values and-traditions of _the. dhilP_s_family.end--communitY

life, they make- an.implicit deaf. with the-teacher6:. Ii,

this arrangement--the teacher is to provide opportunities to learn

skills and attitude necessary for success'n the mainstreaWduiture.

HOweveroothese opportunities. can come dear for many parents and

To master -:and internalize necessary academic and social

skills, Many -children mustmake themselves Oiler" to a degree; by

_ ---
ng_dheir speech patterns, 'by.:recoasidering certain. values,:or by

paren'ts

previous connections -to- family and peers

and teachersdan teach-some agreements-as to the

schoOl'l arnings'and the-style in which they are presented, the

a3r4i-iiement can become a painful ordeal for the child. It can lead to

_enge:Of..notbildnging in schooIorin'the

The purpose for "-ommunicailonbetween parents and teachers



about an educational pletfo s to-allo both groups to enter a:part-
.

_Ldership with-greater confidence. 'With mutual: support,:the,children

_inVolved-.can meaningfurly, eXpand their skills and aspiratias, adthen-

tically blending the Cultural-gifts-and-environmental Atrengthe repre-
.

sented bythe-laMily and,sehool into:A personally satisfying-set-of

cotpttencies,and values. The greater the-difference between family

culture nd- 'school norms, the greater the need for parents and.

teachers to work hard At establishing-a common,platforMief.shared. edu-
,

cational -values and expectations. Such understandings between parents

ald-teachers_provide the-child with a framework-to make some sense out '

conflicting. worlds at home and sdhool rather than being forced-into

an eithet"or choice-between-the-Md-dettings. But the building of A

common platform has often-been neglected. In most cases parents and

teachers must start at the very beginning As Lightf,00t puts,it,
-

:fleoadsethey come tOgetherSs strangers who share in
common-task ofeduCition and socialization (teachers: and
parents) must engage in a relativelySelf-conaciout_and
painstaking -task of discovering-eadh,otherTht7process of
learningabouteach other's values, Myles and modes =-
communication maytake_relativelT:cbscdte and trivialfCms----
at as,-P-trents, .teachers -and childrenbegin 'feel
each other out.- Butthe.real-message is not -trivial; it is
the initial phase of learning to act and interact in an
authentic and meaningful -way. 21

,
In short, the firat,and most fundaMentaleducational function -

that can be..accomplishedjhrough parent-teacher teamingisthe

establishment Of a basic agteement abOutappropriate learding for

children. _Instead of plugging pArents into presciibed'rolas'iti a.

program ithe school:haa already developed



--involve parents in:determining the reasons for education.

foundation for'learning that bothfamily-and-sc'hool environments
ff'

We believe

aupport can deVelop if parents and teachers,'the pepp_le tlores tto-the

jevmer.,-tae-the-Inecei-sary time and personal initiative to work. mss.

team.

Diaan9412&92llatta

Parents and. teachers. can also teat egnose-a spe-

cific learning needs and characteristics- The purpose of this part of

_the design for. teaming is to determine. skillb,and content -tObe--

_learned-and-te-identify how the child learns best. Parents Who are

knowledgeable of the ehild'alehayior,in a- -context outside school'

_

should provide a corrective check and= balance t a school-based

diagnosis. it is ifflportant t blend results from paper lid pencil

instruments or:olassroom observations by teachers with nsights:of

wider rangeparents who sample, by_observation
_ -

of-.behavioi:in.the family 'setting.

and informal talks

Through"discussions, parents can

learn more about developmental'stagis and the structure. of,

matter,and they can provide teachers with clues that might hold the-
.

key.to unlocking this child's Motivation to learn. If academic com-

petence is a mixture of mastery of pre-requisite ski is with-desire to-

learn .well, the different viewpoints and data sources that parents and

teachers can 'share will enrich their mutual understanding of the child

and eTthe effectiveness of.thei forts to help children learn.



°'.Plannd.ng an -m lementin
ronments for Learning

Academic strengths and weaknesses and personal chvacteristics

oT-teaming" mNext,-

in the third part of,the design, the resulting data are, used to_decide
. .

a-planned Currialum-.---This_expressed curriculum consiits of con-

ditions oryariables that are implemented in and.school

environments through efforts of parents and teachers. Of Bourse, spe-

cific environmental variables and their varied degrees of - intensity

a ea ranged i- either setting according7to,the nature of indi14dual

lea/tiers. It is posSible, however, to identify some positive con-

ditions,,c& families that are, alterable and thus can be developed as

:part -f'the_nurriculum. These general conditions might also. -be con,

sidered appropriate for- encouraging learning iri.sch LerNironmente-
_

ke-,upthe early elementary years (nursery through thirclgrade).

Bloom; points out. that in recent years Ancreased attentinnhas

7-beet given to- atudiei to improve environmental conditions In'far4lieS.,

These--studies inelude use of-home visitors, special bourses

parents, parent - 1:invdlvement in the school for brief periods-of time,

AS sq.ell as,the pxovisiod o audio-visual and-wrimen-materials and-
.

games to be used at Various points in the child's developMent-. This

research shows that What parents-do with children can be influpnced,

and theeffects'pf such c anges-on'thershildrees_adhool learning are .:

meaningf41.22-lawaltera&Lns parents bake. in-behavior towaid-thei

children can considered Aurposefully desIgned-curricula



'academic competence. Bloom identifies some the'environmental

.- variables. that we,think can he'mutually planned by.parenta and _
i---

:.,- ...

. .
.fr....... 3 .

:teachers and implemented in families: - contribution_ of parents
---___, %. ;

.

laWgriage viaVeletzp*ti-wencouragement oflchildran_th learnyell; aapira,
tions of parents = for their children,, provision of help in learning

... ... .
.

. _
.

- . .

when- the child most-indeds:it; and.lwayW in which-time and- espac are-.
, .

_ . ,.,.?,: -:,-:_i.- .- k, ':

,organized.23.Bloom ghes.oh_to *ate,_

nth variables, wheATCombine d, correlate +.70 to *40 with
--

- meadure4 Of school achieVement. In general, "the horrelatiPhs
.elare highest with school.achievemAt-ihVolving teadihg

-',Y6pabularyi and Problem ahlyjng and lowest withapelling and
arithmatic comOutation,Q,These results suggest that-the home'
has sTeatest

./influence on the elopment-of the -
child.,. his : abilitytoleariji.e. his motiVation,.so
4ea'rwwell ariCadhOol.-- Thellome'had least influence-oh
..apedific. skills. primarily in the,schohl. 24 .,.

. ,
. .

1

Vo,

. It id-clear, then, thit curriculum in the family can, be.

altered, can contributi to children's

colOplemented

learning and needs to:, -.be

That.is, the school shouldcurriculum in the school.

suppor,.t the family learning emphases an t_ -the- same time;- add con-

ditiondithat assist-children to master particular academ

One- knotty problem that schools _confront when they develop a compile=,

a.
.mentary, enVironment tis, while parents usually concentrate on indi-

., .

iidualt, teachers primarily interact with groups. The situation of

individual 'children within groups_requires that the.Way a-teacher

interacts. with children can not. -be to the benefit of.
t

and to the

detrimint7of-oher It- -is postible of _o e, to organize schools

Yet,7thesyhel "a single teacher:engages with-40.hdiVidual.child..

--peisiatent-reality is that a teacher faced a group. Solid attempts to.
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meet individual differences in thi6 sensitive setting can be supported

by the larger school environment.

Experience suggests to us that there are variables of teacher-
,

child interaction in schools that might make a difference in academic

success for all children. It is likely that-these variables, similar

to those ,in the family, can be'developed if they do not currently

.exist The context for teaching and learning would be characterized

by setting of clear standards of excellence, provision of help in

learning when children need it.most, _ phasis. on caring about personal

welfare of children, provision of positiVe reinforcement and:4encou a-
.

gement for children.to learn, and collabbration-with parents

''s learning. the family. A teacher would engage with a

child within an environment that is intended to be equal for all

children A teacher would strive'for.both equality of educational

Opportunity and outcome.

This third function of the design for teaming has special

importance because it also includes some practical and concrete ways

that parents.and- teachers can work together.to implement environments

that .combine. the family andi chool. We will not

ree lizinw_ all of. the family and,` school variables identified above..

suggest actions for

will .hoWever, consider implementation. of some structured oppor-

junities for learning and practices-for reinforcement

desired behavior.;.

variety

1.-ucVured opportunities for ci'llilaen .P5 interact with a wide

pedpleyand'sources of StiMulition Can contribute,to
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language development..25 For example, when teachers and parents pro

vide supplement bboks tike the child to the libraryor bookmobile,

work with'plants or gardens, cook together discuss the adult's

friends and experiences, or share organized activities like story

telling or recreation, measures -of academic competence in language are

likely to increase.26 AnOther example of .a practical family-school

effort is the provision of "home learning-recipes" developed,by

teachers to be implemented-by parents - ciflc, no-costr written

activi ties to reinforce-and supplement insttuction conducted in

school.-'-Thus,fat, when sent to families on a regular basis

Title I, bilingual, or suburban. school communities, these basic.

skills activities have contributed to improved reading and math

scores.27

Parents and teachers can alsO team to improve the organization

time and space to study, either in the family or in school. If

time and space are set aside and work the child can complete is p o.

vided, an increase in the amount of time spent on learning tasks is

likely to-pay dividends in improvedlearning. A. further example of_a-
.

--structured opportunity to learn the development of-ah-early warning

system in hicheither the parent or the-teacher inform's their coon,-

terpart that thethiid-needsextra'help, As Bloom notes, the provi-

sion Of-help when the Child most needs it is an obvious. way to avoid

the development- of leirnihg errors.4

.In;addition -to ,_ lictUring learning opportunities '- patents And

tAlachers can team-to implement. reinforcement ptactices that motivate



children to learn=and-behave well. There should.beOme agreement

many- adults about tb-i-intensity to which they ,will

reward children for learning. That is the variety, frequency,`

amount, and kind of reinforcement they plan to proVide shouldbe-

27

discussed and decided. One _direct way to provide reinforceMent is for

parents and teachers to target specific aCademit skills for improve-

ment, and then schedule reinforcement practices in both settings to

foster the desired behaviors. his review of twenty-four studies

and projects using this' approach, Barth reports consistent improvement

on even the most persistent learning ,prifiblems,29

In another series of studies of the learning environments of%

high achievement oriented families, Rosen suggests- that motivation for

schievementAls generated by at least two_k4nTS-of family socialization

pr tices he labels achiev-etent-training and independence training.30

Rosen's-Major conclusion is that the psychological impetus. to excel in

situations involving-standards of excellence comes from practice and,

support in similar situations. In this view, parents, and teachers can

-_promote high achievement by setting standards of' excellence- and by

rewar-dingthe,child's persistence, concentration, and industrfousness

in reaching these levela. While achievement training aims to get

children to do things well, independence training Attempts to teach

:em to do' things on their Own, In this training, parents and

teachers:oanreach agreOlent as to what degree the'enviropment shOuld

stress individual or collective behavior; and to what extent a future

or:a present orientation will be matexi.Zh_ ay_prove_



tbl5t complex and difficult, but they are-likely to be necessary to

28

prevent family and-school environments from working at cross-purposes.

The=third function of parent - teacher teaming is perhaps the

broadest and ost open-ended The identification -and implementation

family and school variables moves the idea of curriculum as

.. environments for learning into practical operation.

\
-

.Evaluatin Environment

\

evaluation of the learning environments created in families And-

fourth suggested par of. the design for teaming is the

schoOls. This function encourages both . groups to confirm the value of

beie,approaches or to

loped as

they

'Caren

setti

quiet

platform.

have decided

\with a

being

accomp

Hence,

ners,

g When

tddy area

hserVed,

fished and

re

an

question and revise their initial ideas deye-

Further, evaluating the environmentaL.conditions

and implemented together also provides teachers and

ponsibility for visiting their counterpart

aspect of the environment (e.g-., a home or classroom

that has` -bean designed for a specific .purpose.is,

here is an opportunity to demonstrate what has been
---

to be receptive to praise and additional ideas.

becomes possible to build on the- positive. Like any leer-

\

pa ents and teachers need to arrive at points when they can

their , progress. This part of the design for .teaming pro-
,

nation about family and school environments, and thus.-fur-

nishes
. .

rnishes data which parents Anct--t-eaoh-e-carro compensate for

f

deficienciee-while-i.lorking-together to improve cpriditions in either
-

\
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setting. The evaluation function assists adults'to determine, through

direct observation and informal discussion, if what- was planned for

altering fatily- and school settings was actually implemented. The

join evaluation would also include testing. and observation of

children tnindicatsacedemic_gains_thatwere_ ccomplished-during-an--7--

established time period. Hence, parents and teachers would keep

informed.about what children learned well and what still needs to be

learned. If approached as a means for improvement, evaluation can be

an occasion for generating renewed effort to accomplish a common pur-

061e-a developing environments to increase children's learning.

This design then, includes four, interrelated functions for

helping children'learn. .Through teaming, parents and teachers move

from building alaatform of values and expectations to determining,

children's learning-needs, o plannin and implementing environments,

to sValoating the effectiveness of conditions in families and schools.

are suggesting that teaming to carry out_these functions=illa

missing element in the current -roles parehts and teachers have for

educating ehildren.* It is anticipated that successful teaming will

aid in narrowing the separation between parents and teacher_

Despite:

lie and schools_on_le-

.Closin

ncreasing knowledge of the joint influence of fend-.
_ . .

that- parents and teachers

curriculuwA

.--educariurs- are not fully exploring ways

As a result, schoolcan Support each other.

deVeloped without considering family conditions. The
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two settings are treated as separate entities. This is unfortunate

because the 'coming.together of families'and.schools is one means for

improving learning for children from poor .environments who are.not

meeting with high success the existing curriculum. Bloom adds,

It is clear that when the homeend the school have.congruent
learning emphasei, the child hag little difficulty 40 hie
later school learning.- But when the. home and the .school have
diVergent°epproaches to life and to learning, the child.is
likely-to be penalized severely by 'the school-Tgspecially
when school attendance is required torten or-more-years:31

Children are left alone to make sense out of serious differen-

des-that-exist-tft-the places where they are expected to live and'

learn. Often the separation between families and schocils results in

young children. being torn,betWeen loyalties to one place and demands
.

another.' .H ever, they do not need to experience an unnecessary.

mismatch. Parents and teachers are starting to'realize the success

An&benefits children receiVe'when fakilies and schdols work together

promote academic competence.
..

We present-three directions for collaboration among the

adults who thare responsibility for the edikcation of children. first,

itis our hope that the.definftion of-curriculum as environments for

learning willassist Parents and teachers to identify dimensions

curriculum that-they can deVelop in'families and schools. Second, we

--,describea aay.of thinking that-consists of fourassumptions about

educational roles of parents and-teacher- The ..assumptions can b

adults closer together beeause they provide a beets for shared improve-..

Ment of environments. Finally,'.a design for teaming of parents and



teachers identifies actions adults can consider when developing

environments in families and schools. These three 'directions aid

'31

parents and teachers in establishing connections between two-settings

that are crucial to children's learning.

Acommon bond between parents and teachers seldom develops

naturally or spontaneously. Hence, one priorityin the years ahead

will be the deVelopment of leadership that can bring these adults

gether as a constructive force for action. fiecauSe of their mutual

,concern.for children, parentsand.teachers who are separate now will

discover-a.comm. tment.that binds them together in,the future- -they

will Insure opportunities in,the family and school,fq increasing the
e

number of children who reach equality.dh.learhing.
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